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• SCI performed 1,000+ times in clinical trials to date
• Emerging as an effective drug delivery route to the back of the eye 
• Two needle lengths included to accommodate variation in patient 

anatomy
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900 µm and 1100 µm Needles 
(capped)

Suprachoroidal Injection (SCI) with microinjector and microneedle



SCI with a Microinjector and microneedle
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SCS Microinjector®
Prepared for procedure

Free length of 
900 µm or 1100 µm



Scleral Thickness

• Sclera is thickest posteriorly and thinnest equatorially
• Inferior quadrant appears thicker than other quadrants
• Scleral thickness is relatively consistent circumferentially 

in the pars plana region
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Methods
• Retrospective evaluation of correlation between usage of 900 µm / 

1100 µm needle in SCIs and demographics and ocular characteristic 
data
− Included baseline injections to minimize experience bias
− Included SCIs where the investigator determined CLS-TA was 

administered

• Two non-infectious uveitis trials: PEACHTREE and AZALEA
• A user experience survey was completed to evaluate the 

injection experience in one trial.
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Results

• Baseline SCIs in 133 total patients in PEACTHREE and 
AZALEA
− 74% were completed with the 900 µm needle

71. Without Bonferroni correction

CORRELATION
Significant
p < 0.001 1

Moderate 
p < 0.05 1

None
p ≥ 0.05 1

Disease duration Administration quadrant
Age

Gender
Lens status
Uveitis location
Disease course
Disease onset

Demographic & ocular characteristics grouped by correlation to needle length used



74% of 133 total baseline injections were completed with the 
900 µm needle
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Administration quadrant was statistically related to needle usage
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82% of injections administered superotemporally were completed with the 
900 µm needle compared to 45% of injections administered superonasally



Disease duration statistically correlated with needle length

10“Standardization of Uveitis Nomenclature for Reporting Clinical Data. Results of the First International Workshop.” 
American Journal of Ophthalmology, vol. 140, no. 3, 2005, pp. 509–516., doi:10.1016/j.ajo.2005.03.057.

91% of injections were completed with the 900µm needle for 
Limited (≤ 3 months) and 70% for Persistent (> 3 months)

Limited: ≤ 3 months duration
Persistent: > 3 months duration



Age moderately correlated with needle length
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A mean age of difference of approximately 6 years in patients 
who required use of the 1100 µm needle



No statistical relationship between needle length and

• gender
• lens status
• uveitis location
• disease course
• disease onset
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User experience survey

• Over 80% of the physicians responded that SCIs presented no 
new challenges compared to other types of injections.
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Conclusion 

• Overall, the two needles provided in the kit accommodated 
patient ocular anatomic and demographic variation

• SCIs showed consistency across demographics and ocular 
characteristics

• Small correlations exist between needle length used and age, 
injection quadrant, disease duration
− ST injection quadrants correlations are particularly consistent with 

previously reported anatomic variation by quadrant

14Note: These correlations should not be used to inform clinical decisions


